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EC2, S3, RDS, etc… 

 

VMs, GCS, BigQuery, etc… VMs, Blob, Synapse, etc…
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Cloud Data Today: Partitioned by Region, Provider, & Services

EC2, S3, RDS, etc… 

 

VMs, GCS, BigQuery, etc… VMs, Blob, Synapse, etc…

Locked in by data gravity 
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The problem of data gravity

1. Slow transfers lock in data

70GiB dataset at 21MiB/s = 1 hour

2. Expensive egress fees = $$$
Cost to move 70GB dataset = 
running 34 instances (m5.xlarge)

3. Painful integrations
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Working with data in the cloud is painful
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What is Skyplane?
Problem: Managing data across regions and across clouds is slow and expensive

Life in the cloud today
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What is Skyplane?
Problem: Managing data across regions and across clouds is slow and expensive

Skyplane is an Intercloud Broker for managing data across cloud providers.

Data Pipeline Web Application Container Registry 

us-east
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eu-nort
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asia-ea
st1
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Skyplane: Intercloud Broker for Data

Storage

1: Cross-cloud transfer broker
skyplane cp {s3,gs,az}://... 
{s3,gs,az}://...

2: Cross-cloud storage broker
boto3.download_file("sky://imagenet/00
01.tfrecord")

Transfer

1. 110x faster data transfer to any cloud🔥
2. 3.8x cheaper egress fees for transfers💰

3. Integrated with most public clouds + on-prem🤝
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Transfer Broker: Optimizing Cloud Networking

Service catalog:
• Map of cloud WAN
• Throughput grid
• Price grid

Skyplane optimizer
• Min cost
• Max throughput

Execute over 
Skyplane overlay 
network 

“Move 5TB
from AWS

to GCP”

On prem

“Publish 300GB       
model weights 
to 10 regions” 

Unicast: 
Point-to-point 

replication 

Multicast: 
One-to-many 

replication
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No cooperation required from clouds!

Skyplane only uses public APIs + runs in your cloud VPC

Skyplane Overlay Network 
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110x faster data transfers with the Skyplane transfer broker
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All together: 110x faster transfers with Skyplane

15Full benchmarks online at https://skyplane.org/en/latest/benchmark.html

https://skyplane.org/en/latest/benchmark.html
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All together: 3.8x cheaper transfers with Skyplane

Full benchmarks online at https://skyplane.org/en/latest/benchmark.html

https://skyplane.org/en/latest/benchmark.html
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Direct internet path between clouds are often slow

17

Reasons for slow transfers
1. Congestion along direct path

2. Poor peering between providers
3. Packet loss from the physical layer
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Insight #1: overlay routing to circumvent slow/expensive links

UAE North

North Virginia

Direct path
1.8 Gbps
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Insight #1: overlay routing to circumvent slow/expensive links

UAE North

North Virginia

Mumbai
Indirect path
4.6Gbps

Direct path
1.8 Gbps
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Insight #1: overlay routing to circumvent slow/expensive links

UAE North

North Virginia

Mumbai
Indirect path
13.0Gbps

Direct path
2.5Gbps There are O(2200) possible routing paths

Our planner searches the full space for 
the optimal plan in less than 10 seconds
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Insight #1: overlay routing to circumvent slow/expensive links

UAE North

North Virginia

Mumbai

Overlay routing
Indirect paths to avoid slow or expensive  links
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Insight #2: parallel VMs per region to avoid egress limits

Clouds throttle egress speeds!
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Insight #2: parallel VMs per region to avoid egress limits

UAE North

North Virginia

Mumbai
# of VMs per region

Access throughput beyond NIC, AWS and GCP throttle egress

Overlay routing
Indirect paths to avoid slow or expensive  links
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Insight #3: parallel TCP connections to improve goodput

UAE North

North Virginia

Mumbai
# of VMs per region

Access throughput beyond NIC, AWS and GCP throttle egress

Overlay routing
Indirect paths to avoid slow or expensive  links

# of parallel TCP connections
Unlike internet, fairness is a provider-level concern due to egress fees
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Insight #4: cut cost with compression + network tiers

UAE North

North Virginia

Mumbai
# of VMs per region

Access throughput beyond NIC, AWS and GCP throttle egress

Overlay routing
Indirect paths to avoid slow or expensive  links

# of parallel TCP connections
Unlike internet, fairness is a provider-level concern due to egress fees

Network tiering + compression
Hot potato routing up to 40% cheaper than cold potato
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All techniques explained in our NSDI 2023 paper

https://paper.skyplane.org

# of VMs per region
Access throughput beyond NIC, AWS and GCP throttle egress

Overlay routing
Indirect paths to avoid slow or expensive  links

# of parallel TCP connections
Unlike internet, fairness is a provider-level concern due to egress fees

Network tiering + compression
Hot potato routing up to 40% cheaper than cold potato
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Sky Storage: Data Availability Across the Sky
Data often must need to be accessed from different cloud regions and 
providers: 

• Geo-distributed model serving 
• Cross-organization dataset sharing
• Cross-cloud applications 
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Sky Storage: Data Availability Across the Sky
Access data across cloud regions or even cloud providers is slow and 
expensive.

● Cross-region egress: $0.02-0.09/GB 
● Cross-cloud egress: Up to $0.19/GB 

Accessing data from other 
regions/clouds 
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Sky Storage: Data Availability Across the Sky
Access data across cloud regions or even cloud providers is slow and 
expensive.

● Cross-region egress: $0.02-0.09/GB 
● Cross-cloud egress: Up to $0.19/GB 

For repeatedly accessed data, data is replicated across regions 
& providers to reduce access latency and overall egress cost. 
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Simple Approach: Direct Replication 

AZ

S3
S3

S3GS

AZ
GS

AZ

GS

Source 
Region 
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Problem: Replication is expensive   

AZ

S3
S3

S3GS

AZ
GS

AZ

GS

Source 
Region 

$0.02 - $0.19/GB 
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(diagram from paper Tiemo sent?) 

S3 GS

AZ

S3
S3

S3GS

AZ
GS

AZ

GS

Source 
Region 

Limited Source 
Egress 

Problem: Bottlenecked replication throughput
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(diagram from paper Tiemo sent?) 

S3 GS

AZ

S3
S3

S3GS

AZ
GS

AZ

GS

Source 
Region 

Low Throughput 
Connections 

Problem: Bottlenecked replication throughput
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S3

How can we publish data across multiple clouds and 

regions in a way that is:   

● Fast (high throughput) 

● Cost effective (low network costs) 

Goal: Publish data across clouds & regions 
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Direct Transfers
Transferring from GCP source region to 6 Azure, GCP, and AWS 
destinations with 6 Direct Transfers:

Replication Cost: 0.19 + 0.12 + 0.15 + 
0.12 + 0.12 = $0.90 / GB  

$900 / TB
or 

$900,000 / PB 
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Minimizing Egress Cost: MST  
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST): Create a 
graph that minimizes the total cost of edges 
but connects all nodes.

Replication Cost: 0.12 + 0.09 + 0.114 + 
0.114 + 0.08 + 0.08 = $0.60 / GB  

30% Cost Reduction 
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Minimizing Cost Further
Steiner Tree: MST with the option to use additional non-destination 
nodes (i.e. “overlay” nodes).

Replication Cost: 0.12 
+ 0.0875 + 0.05 + 0.05 
+ 0.0875 + 0.05 + 0.02 
+ 0.02  = $0.485 / GB  

47% Cost Reduction 

0.6X Throughput (compared to MST) 
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What about throughput?  
Ideally, we can minimize cost while meeting some throughput SLO

Solution: Define an Integer Linear Program (ILP) which minimizes 
replication cost given a replication time SLO: 

● Topology of replication graph 
● # VM instances per region 
● Allocation of data across topology 
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Meeting Throughput Requirements 
ILP solver output (10 data partitions) 

6X Throughput 

45% Cost Reduction 
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Cost & Throughput Tradeoff Curve 

Up to 5X replication 
speedup and 53% 
cost savings from 
direct transfers
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Comparison to S3 Multi-Bucket Replication

2.3X replication speedup and 61.5% cost savings
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Impact of Incumbent Clouds 
Incoming clouds offer reduced or free egress (e.g. Cloudflare) 
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Impact of Incumbent Clouds 
Incoming clouds offer reduced or free egress (e.g. Cloudflare) 

For multi-cloud broadcasts, we can route through free egress clouds 
to reduce costs even if the cloud is neither a source/destination
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No cooperation required from clouds!

Skyplane only uses public APIs + runs in your cloud VPC

Skyplane Overlay Network 

Open source project!

$ pip install skyplane[aws]

skyplane.org
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Open-source adoption

Approaching 1 PiB
transferred!
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Intercloud Broker for Data Apps
Problem: cross-region and cross-cloud transfers 
are slow and expensive

Skyplane accelerates cloud transfers while 
reducing egress costs

Open-source tool – please share feedback, use 
cases or collaborations!

skyplane.org
$ pip install skyplane[aws,azure,gcp]
$ skyplane init
$ skyplane cp -r s3://… gcs://…

wooders@berkeley.edu  

mailto:wooders@berkeley.edu
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